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Doing Deals in Deutschland 
 
 
 
Recipes abound on how to enter the German market.  The key ingredients are: market research, 
exhibiting at the relevant trade show(s); supporting your agents or distributors; respecting the local 
culture and business style; and developing partnerships with your customers and sales 
intermediaries.  Mix the ingredients, stir regularly, simmer for three to five years, and firms will likely 
see a profitable return from this demanding market.  However, nothing less than total commitment 
will suffice. 
 
 
A company may meet agents at a trade show, provide sales literature in English and then leave them 
to their own devices.  When enquiries and orders do not flow in as expected, the principal considers 
the agent to be at fault and the relationship subsequently peters out.  Considering the time and 
effort necessary to bring the two parties together companies should devote that little extra to ensure 
a successful partnership. 
 
 
Visiting the market frequently is paramount to developing 
relationships with Germans – armchair exporting will not work.  
When foreign suppliers visit Germany for the annual trade fair, 
potential customers have often forgotten them.   
 
 
It is important to remember that the trade fair is only the one-ninth 
of the iceberg visible above the waterline.  Without the hard graft 
of contacting companies beforehand, following up shortly 
afterwards and visiting them – remember the Germans will be 
visiting you at the shows – the iceberg will simply sink. 
 
 
 
Good communication is crucial 
 
Many often wrongly believe that all Germans speak perfect English; and that the better-educated 
German can also decipher a regional accent on the telephone.  German-speaking staff may not yet be 
abundant in foreign companies, but introductory letters can certainly be translated professionally 
into German.  Remember: you only get one chance to create a first, and often lasting, impression! 
 
We seem to have lost the skill of writing, apart from scribbling emails, and grab the telephone at the 
first opportunity.  As a result misunderstandings can arise. Even if you speak German or your German 
counterparts excellent English, your messages should be in writing and the telephone reserved for 
emergencies.  This process may take a little longer, but it helps build up trust. 
 
When invited to present a quotation many companies tend not to acknowledge receipt of the 
enquiry immediately or keep the customer abreast of progress.  Later the customer may receive a 
short email giving prices, often ex-works and in the supplier’s currency.  Delays in responding send 
not only the wrong message, but, unless otherwise specified, the German customer will expect 
delivered prices in euros. 
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Presenting yourself professionally 
 
Having taken a while to get this far, companies should prepare a detailed proposal.  The customer 
wants to know about the supplier’s capabilities, the existing client base and why he should select the 
foreign company.  Prices may be competitive, but the German needs to be convinced that the total 
costs of doing business will be equally attractive.   
 
 
Companies often fail because they do not maintain the pressure, demonstrate pre-sales service and 
convince the Germans that they deserve the business. 
 
 
A committed company will eventually get an appointment to visit the German customer.  Arranging 
this can often take some time with larger German firms and one should be patient.  The Germans 
prepare thoroughly for these meetings and so should you.  A detailed presentation is usually 
welcomed by the German hosts; and, if not in German, a précis giving the salient points should be 
provided in the customer’s language. 
 
 
At add2biz we focus on international company – not just trade – 
development and help our clients enter, maintain and develop 
their presence throughout German-speaking markets.   
 
 
We try to see the full picture until companies can see it for 
themselves and, consequently, we may support them sometimes 
over several years.   
 
 
The process outlined in this article may take longer, but it is often 
the quickest route to achieving results.   
 
 
 


